
The path to success

We  partner  with  you  to  create  and  implement

practical  solutions  that  are  right-sized  for  your

organization .

We  favor  developing  small  steps  that  lead  to  big

solutions .

By  collaborating  with  in-house  I .T . ,  we  help  pave

the  way  for  ongoing  success ,  efficiencies ,  and

benefits  that  result  from  a  smooth-running  I .T .

infrastructure .  

WE  COLLAB  WITH  YOUR  I.T. PROFESSIONALS

PHASED  APPROACH

I.T. experience 

FDA compliance
HIPAA compliance 

We  bring  over  a  century  of

combined  experience  in  I .T . ,

FDA  regulatory ,  and  HIPAA

compliance .  

Our specific OEM medical product and regulatory

expertise complements your team

HEALTHCARE  I.T. ISN’T  EASY  

- BUT  IT  CAN  BE  BETTER
Technology plays a crucial role in

healthcare services, but too often

vendor integration challenges,

outages, and implementation

hurdles negate the promised

efficiencies and benefits. Patient

wait time increases, the bottom line

suffers, and fingers point in different

directions.

SPECIALIZED  MEDICAL  I.T.

SINCE  1994

Brought together by traditional I.T.

experts, Medical Device

Manufacturing, Networking, IoT,

Virtualization, CISCO expertise, vendor

neutral support specialty, I.T. Project

Management from small to large

institutions, we are industry experts

integrating legacy systems into any

sized medical network ecosystem. 

Non-compliance  is  not  an  option ,

but  compliance  initiatives  can  be

daunting .  Policies  that  don ’t  fit  the

organization  may  be  unachievable

or  at  odds  with  daily  operations .  

HEALTHCARE I.T.

SERVICES & CONSULTING

CAPABILITY  & CREDENTIALS 

We speak CERNER, EPIC, McKesson

Interface Systems, PACS, Diagnostic

Imaging, DICOM, Oncology Software,

HIMS, EHR Systems, Proprietary

Biomedical Systems ***LE3 input***

CONTACT  INFORMATION

1 (206) 701-1464

support@dignatel.com

https://dignatel.com/ois

***LE3 input***

With  a  foundation  of  well-

fitting  policies ,  I .T .  practices

and  technical  deployments

serve  to  strengthen

compliance  and  reduce  risk .

Balance is Key

HIPAA  COMPLIANCE  & OPERATIONAL  NEEDS

COMB IN ING  I .T .  AND  H IPAA

EXPERT I SE  TO  PROPEL  PAT I ENT  CARE

Our  experience ,  techniques ,

and  strategies  bridge  the

gap  between  I .T .

professionals  and  medical

devices


